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R&D MANAGER
Posted on 12 oktober, 2021

Company Name Doxa AB

Location Uppsala

Job Description

As our new R&D Manager you manage all our product development activities. Together with internal
and external expert groups you head the scientific development. You ensure that all documentation, in
particular the Technical File, is created and updated in the projects.

Considering Doxa is a small company we expect the R&D Manager to be an operational and a
”hands-on person” who can really make things happen. Some previous experience from a people
management position would be an advantage but is not mandatory. You will manage only a small
team of colleagues.

You work in close collaboration with our QA/RA Manager, Production Manager and the Managing
Director. When needed, you support complaints handling and vigilance reporting.

Qualifications

University Degree, preferably in material sciences (bioceramics/biomaterials)
Experience in medical devices product development, preferably with dental materials.
Fluent in written and spoken English
Technical documentation skills

 

We are looking for a team-player but also you must be an individual contributor in a fast-paced,
changing environment. Most certainly you are very well used to handling/updating documentation
during the project progress. To be successful in this position you must have an innovative capability
together with strong technical understanding (material sciences). It’s important also that you can
navigate in the medical device regulatory environment.

 To apply

This recruitment is handled by our recruitment partner, Moveup Consulting AB. To apply, please
send your CV and a cover letter to Tom Bergqvist at; tom.bergqvist@moveup.se

If you have any questions regarding Doxa or this open position, feel free to contact Tom Bergqvist at
+46 733 87 27 22

mailto:tom.bergqvist@moveup.se
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By submitting your application, you also consent to us storing your personal data, including CV & cover
letter and that we have the right to share this information with third parties (our client). You can revoke
the consent whenever you want.

Om företag

Doxa is an Uppsala, Sweden based company group that develops, manufactures and commercializes
bioceramic dental materials. With an extensive patent portfolio, Doxa today is a world leader in the
development of proprietary bioceramic technologies. Doxa’ s flagship product, Ceramir® Crown &
Bridge Cement, is the first of a series of planned bioceramic dental materials from Doxa. In Uppsala, we
conduct product development as well as production of the materials. Together with our suppliers, we
refine these materials into the final product. The products are sold via distributors in e.g. a USA, Japan
and Europe. As we manufacture medical technology products, operations are regulated and the
company quality system is crucial for all functions.
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